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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), just like any other software 
architecture approach, is difficult. Because enterprise SOAs can 
abstract a broad, heterogeneous set of applications and systems, 
building an SOA that provides agility, flexibility, and reuse to the 
business user is particularly challenging. 
 
The challenge for software vendors looking to offer SOA solutions to the 
market is to put the control of the business into the hands of business 
users. Users must have a flexible interface that allows them to build, 
modify, and manage the business processes in the enterprise. The 
underlying infrastructure should be invisible to the business user, yet 
respond quickly and efficiently to changes in the business environment. 
SOA solutions must therefore tie together the presentation layer, 
business process, and the underlying infrastructure, enabling business 
users to create and manage composite applications. 
 
Netherlands-based Cordys is a global enterprise solutions vendor who is 
tackling three key elements of this SOA framework: process, 
presentation, and integration. By combining collaborative user interface 
technologies with dynamic business process definition and execution, 
all running on top of an Enterprise Service Bus infrastructure, Cordys is 
one of the few vendors who enables their customers to build and run 
agile composite applications on an SOA. 
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I.I.I.I.    CompCompCompComposite Applications and Serviceosite Applications and Serviceosite Applications and Serviceosite Applications and Service----Oriented ComputingOriented ComputingOriented ComputingOriented Computing    
Broad architectural trends in distributed computing technology come around 
every ten years or so. Mainframe computing sought to automate business, and 
then client/server technologies brought computing power to the desktop. N-tier 
architectures enabled the Internet to scale, and provided the transactionality 
necessary to conduct business on the Web. Now, however, the world of 
information technology (IT) is in the midst of another sea change in distributed 
computing architecture—the movement toward Service Orientation. 

Service Orientation (SO) is an approach to distributed computing where software 
functionality is exposed as location independent, loosely coupled, and 
discoverable Services on the network. At the core of SO is Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA), the broad set of best practices that enable companies to 
build a Services abstraction layer that both hides the complexity of the 
underlying technology while at the same time providing an agile set of resources 
to the business. 

SO’s benefits to the enterprise are substantial—lowering integration costs, 
obtaining greater value out of existing assets, embedding their business 
processes within those of their customers and partners, and increasing business 
agility, leading to increased revenue and improved customer value. However, 
many challenges remain. Implementing an enterprise SOA is technically complex, 
and also requires substantial changes in the use and management of IT 
resources. Few software products on the market today address the full scope of 
what companies need to build, run and manage SOAs. However, the industry is 
increasingly converging on a set of capabilities to meet these needs. In this 
paper, we focus on one vendor, Cordys, that has built a solution that pulls 
together process, presentation, and integration capabilities into a 
comprehensive product that offers much of what companies need to take full 
advantage of Service Orientation. 

SOAs in the EnterpriseSOAs in the EnterpriseSOAs in the EnterpriseSOAs in the Enterprise    

There’s no question that today’s enterprise IT environment is complex, expensive 
to maintain, and short on flexibility. Coupled with ever-increasing business 
demands, perennially tight budgets, and a business environment of continuous, 
inherently unpredictable change, today’s IT manager requires a better approach 
to architecting IT functionality that will better address the ongoing needs of the 
business.  

Software architecture, however, is difficult to understand and even more 
challenging to put into practice. As a result, many organizations have “accidental 
architectures” made up of a gradual accretion of systems and applications, until 
the resulting organization looks like more of a rat’s nest than a planned 
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architecture, as shown in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: An actual accidental “rat’s nestFigure 1: An actual accidental “rat’s nestFigure 1: An actual accidental “rat’s nestFigure 1: An actual accidental “rat’s nest” architecture” architecture” architecture” architecture    
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Source: Microsoft 

Clearly, organizations require a better handle on architecture. There are several 
definitions for architecture in the context of software systems, but one that 
describes the concept quite succinctly comes from the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which defines architecture as the fundamental 
organization of a system embodied by its components, their relationships to 
each other and to the environment and the principles guiding its design and 
evolution. While the components referred to in this definition generally refer to 
hardware and software, the architecture also includes their relationships to their 
environment—namely, the people that work with the technology and the 
organizational constructs that form the business. 

SOA is an evolutionary change to the practice of architecture. Furthermore, in 
many ways the formal practice of software architecture is still immature in many 
ways. Engineers still typically build software systems by hand, and 
comprehensive designs for such systems are often nonexistent or cobbled 
together in many of today’s enterprises, resulting in an accidental architecture. 
SOA, therefore, is not merely an evolution on a mature practice, but an important 
step in the maturation of the practice of software architecture. 

As companies seek to achieve the business agility promised by the practice of 
SOA, they face a substantial challenge, as the IT marketplace is currently in a 
transitional phase. Integration-based distributed computing products are 
gradually giving way to SOA-based approaches, but this shift is currently in 
progress. Furthermore, the movement toward SO computing affects many areas 
of IT beyond application integration. As a result, companies must be prepared to 
evaluate the products that are currently on the market carefully, and place them 
in the context of the broader shift to SO computing that the industry currently 
faces. 

The key market reality that companies must understand is that at this point in 
time, the shift to Service Orientation affects all aspects of enterprise distributed 
computing. We are not moving toward a world where SOAs are one of several 
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possible distributed computing architectures in the enterprise. Rather, other 
architectures, including n-tier, client/server, and message bus, will all come to be 
understood within the context of SOA. Fundamentally, SOAs provide a layer of 
abstraction above other architectural styles, providing an asynchronous, loosely 
coupled, coarse-grained Service interface on top of a heterogeneous mix of 
architectures, systems, and applications. 

The Business Motivation for SOAsThe Business Motivation for SOAsThe Business Motivation for SOAsThe Business Motivation for SOAs    

The difference between the practice of SOA and other approaches to architecture 
is in the business agility that SOA offers. Business agility is the ability of a 
company to respond quickly and efficiently to change, and to leverage change for 
competitive advantage. For the architect, building an architecture that provides 
business agility means creating an IT infrastructure that meets as-yet unknown 
business requirements—a situation that throws traditional IT planning and design 
out the window. 

To meet the needs of today’s enterprise, the practice of SOA has the following 
core principles: 

 The business drives the Services, and the Services drive the technology 
– In essence, Services act as a layer of abstraction between the 
business and the technology. The Service-oriented architect must 
understand the dynamic relationships between the needs of the 
business and the available Services on the one hand, as well as the 
technical underpinnings that offer the layer of abstraction required by 
the Services on the other. 

 Business agility is the fundamental business requirement – Instead of 
dealing with concrete requirements from business, SOA considers the 
next level of abstraction: the ability to respond to changing requirements 
is the new “meta-requirement.” The entire architecture—from the 
hardware on up—must reflect the business agility requirement, because 
any bottleneck in an SOA implementation can substantially reduce the 
flexibility of the entire IT environment, and hence the business as well.   

 A successful SOA is always in flux – To visualize how an SOA is 
supposed to work, it’s better to think of a living organism rather than the 
traditional “building a house” metaphor that gave software architecture 
its name. The everyday normal state of affairs is an IT environment that 
is undergoing constant change, and as a result, the work of the Service-
oriented architect is never done. House-building assumes a state of 
completion, which is rarely the case in any business environment. 

For the architect used to building houses, tending to a living organism requires a 
new way of thinking. Fortunately, SOA makes economic sense, and thus there is 
a solid motivation for architects to learn this new perspective. 

The Economics of Business AgilityThe Economics of Business AgilityThe Economics of Business AgilityThe Economics of Business Agility    

The current transition to SO is fundamentally different from the last major 
distributed computing transition: the one from client/server to n-tier 
architectures in 1996-97. That last build-out heralded the beginning of the dot-
com boom, where Internet-related investment coupled with Y2K expenditures 
created a kind of IT “perfect storm” so dramatic it led to a worldwide economic 
boom, and subsequent downturn. Today, of course, the economic environment 
for technology adoption has completely changed, and this return to the “new 
business normal” is accelerating the move to SO. Rather than promoting massive 
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build-out or extensive rip-and-replace, SO embraces heterogeneity and obtaining 
greater value from existing legacy technology. Today’s distributed computing 
transition, while every bit as significant as the ones that came before, has an 
entirely different economic model. Instead of massive IT investment, today’s IT 
executive is concerned with thrift. 

Along with agility, thrift is a primary business motivation behind SOA. Hundreds of 
enterprises have already learned that taking an SO integration approach could 
reduce the cost of an integration project dramatically when compared to 
traditional integration techniques. Thrift, however, means more than simple cost 
savings. True thriftiness means making do with what you have—squeezing value 
out of every asset. One of the clear benefits of an SOA is that such architectures 
help companies get more value out of existing resources by wrapping legacy 
applications in Web Services interfaces and then making those Services 
available on the network. A second thrift benefit that SOAs provide is that they 
facilitate heterogeneous IT environments. Instead of “ripping and replacing” 
existing corporate IT systems by installing new systems and throwing the old 
ones out, SOAs enable users to build bridges between different systems and 
applications and leverage existing IT assets. 

IT is often the area most relevant to discussions of thrift and business agility, 
because achieving agility begins with removing the bottlenecks that impede it, 
and IT has traditionally been the source of most bottlenecks. In fact, companies 
are so used to the fact that IT decision-making and implementations impede 
their organization that technology and its limitations often drive business 
decisions. SO, however, has the potential to change this equation, and enable 
business decisions to finally drive technology decisions. 

The rearchitecture needed to move to SOAs does not take place in a vacuum; 
companies must transition their systems from the existing architectures to SOAs 
in a manner that does not impede the ongoing necessary functionality of the 
technology. Furthermore, the act of rearchitecting is not sufficient enough by 
itself to guarantee that the resulting business Services will meet the needs of the 
business. Companies must also make a more fundamental change to a new SO 
mindset. 

II.II.II.II.    SOAs and Business ProcessSOAs and Business ProcessSOAs and Business ProcessSOAs and Business Process    
Today, we’re still in an early phase for Web Services and SOAs, where people 
tend to apply yesterday’s approaches, theories, and concepts to new technology 
approaches. The traditional mindset that needs changing is the view that Web 
Services are an extension of the component object model. To many developers, 
Web Services are simply “another interface to a compiled object.” Instead, 
enterprises should approach SOA as fundamentally a process-driven architecture 
that leverages distributed processes in addition to distributed Services. 
Distributed processes are all about the creation of business processes that in 
turn depend on other business processes that may be defined anywhere in the 
organization. Such distributed, SO processes are the key to composite 
applications that run on an SOA. 

Approaching SOAs and Web Services from this perspective simplifies and 
clarifies many of the troublesome issues relating to distributed computing and 
Web Services. Today, integration goes from being a troublesome chore that must 
be accomplished through implementing increasing layers of complicated and 
expensive technologies. In the SOA world, integration becomes a side effect of 
process execution. In fact, it’s virtually impossible to create an important 
business process that does not provide the fundamental benefits of application 
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and business integration. The mere act of orchestrating a composite application 
achieves most integration goals.  

The Importance of Business ProcessThe Importance of Business ProcessThe Importance of Business ProcessThe Importance of Business Process    

Organizations dedicate considerable sums of money and resources to developing 
and enhancing their business processes in a constant quest to deliver the best 
services and products for the least cost. In fact, enterprises can be thought of as 
an aggregation of their processes, the current state of execution of those 
processes, and the resources that comprise those processes. It is the role of 
business management to make sure that those processes are performed 
adequately or to change them to meet new business requirements. As a result, 
when companies look to effect change in their organization, they look first at the 
processes that comprise the organization and then to the tasks that support 
those processes. 

Carrying out business processes efficiently also provides a competitive 
advantage. The efficient execution of a business process requires the use of 
some measurable criterion, such as cost, process execution time, or customer 
satisfaction. This requirement mandates that business not only learn how to 
establish business processes, but also learn how to measure and instrument 
processes so that they can be optimized. If one determines, for example, that 
providing an activity in-house is more expensive than outsourcing that function, 
processes can be changed to meet the new business requirements.  

Business Process and IntegrationBusiness Process and IntegrationBusiness Process and IntegrationBusiness Process and Integration    

In the final analysis, the goals of integration are the same as the goals that 
business process approaches promise. Businesses today rely on an ever-
increasing number of systems and services to fulfill their business requirements. 
As a result, almost every survey of IT department issues has shown that the 
primary concern of enterprises is integration. Integration, or the ability to connect 
multiple systems together to accomplish a given business objective, is often very 
difficult to achieve cost-effectively. Most enterprises need to integrate legacy 
applications, enterprise systems, data sources, and applications of all sorts 
within the enterprise. This need to integrate internally is compounded by desires 
to integrate with external parties such as suppliers, partners, customers, and 
other third-parties.  

An often-attempted approach to simplifying integration problems and reducing 
the cost of integration is the use of common interfaces to application 
functionality. However, common interfaces are not enough to change the 
economics of integration. Simply replacing proprietary interfaces with standard, 
common interfaces just reduces the development cost of having to deal with 
multiple interface formats. What is needed is a change in the way systems 
interact with each other, not the particular language or technology they use to 
communicate.  

Rather than explicitly declaring how systems will interact through low-level 
protocols and object-oriented architectures, a Service-oriented approach to 
integration provides an abstraction of application functionality with which 
systems can interact. Applications merely need to expose their capabilities as 
Services, and other applications that choose to interact with them can simply 
discover those Services and bind to them either at runtime or design time. 
Rather than planning in advance how a specific application will tie into other 
applications, developers should be thinking about how a specific application 
exposes itself to any application that cares to speak to it. The point of integration 
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is to allow arbitrary applications, systems, and data stores to communicate 
without concern as to the other system’s requirements. 

Loosely Coupling Business Process from Application LogicLoosely Coupling Business Process from Application LogicLoosely Coupling Business Process from Application LogicLoosely Coupling Business Process from Application Logic    

Application development itself has been changing over the past few decades. At 
first, applications were just programming language-encoded functionality 
connected tightly with the data that the application required. However, data were 
locked in the application itself, making programs difficult to update and reuse. 
Soon, our desire to abstract functionality was extended to client connectivity, first 
in the form of the client/server model, and then when the n-tier model 
abstracted the presentation layer form the business logic layer. But now we’re at 
the point where business processes are locked away in stovepipe applications.  

Each added layer of abstraction has helped to facilitate business agility by 
isolating higher levels from implementation or process details. In essence, each 
layer of abstraction serves to loosely couple the consumers of the functionality 
from the technology underlying the layer of abstraction, facilitating agility by 
simplifying and reducing the cost of change. 

The movement to various levels of abstraction touches upon an industry holy 
grail: application functionality reuse. A primary focus of IT architectures is the 
ability to reuse functionality. Applications are more maintainable because the 
business process is not hard-coded, but instead described by separate process 
definition layer that can be changed at runtime without requiring change to the 
underlying Services. This abstraction enables flexibility and responsiveness to 
change at the most frequently changing architecture layer, that which 
implements business processes and procedures. 

Moving process from the Service functionality into a separate process layer to 
this SO layer of abstraction considerably facilitates business agility for the 
following reasons: 

 A change in the process definition does not require a modification of 
underlying application functionality. Processes can be rapidly changed, 
amended and redeployed as business requirements demand with 
minimal, if any, programming.  

 Businesses can easily monitor, audit, and escalate critical business 
processes since they have greater visibility into the overall process, 
rather than having the processes hidden by discrete application 
functionality.  

 Processes can be composed of sub-processes, thus delegating business 
rules authority to different parts of the organization or to external 
organizations.  

 Processes can be implemented using any Service that fulfills the basic 
requirements of that process flow, allowing for variable implementations 
depending on the requirements of a user.  

However, if we want to create composite applications that successfully extract 
the “process-oriented” logic from the underlying applications, we must first agree 
on how to abstractly represent process flows, and then how to automate and 
execute those flows. In addition, there are significant layers of complexity 
involved when we aren’t talking about individual, atomic pieces of functionality, 
but rather the interactions of entire systems of resources. Furthermore, 
enterprises need technologies, products, and solutions that have been 
developed with process in mind, rather than just application functionality. 
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Building and Running Composite ApplicationsBuilding and Running Composite ApplicationsBuilding and Running Composite ApplicationsBuilding and Running Composite Applications    

The first step to implementing business process in an enterprise is to create a 
representation of a business process that can then be executed by human 
and/or machine-based systems. Business managers and analysts tend to think 
visually. When they describe a process, they often reach for a pad of paper or 
marker to sketch out their ideas. To higher-level managers and line-of-business 
users, a process is something that can be written down and visualized in a way 
that can be communicated to others in the organization. We can thank 
flowcharting and graphic design packages for the idea that these business users 
can represent theoretical concepts such as processes using abstract notation.  
Figure 2 below shows example of graphical business process design. 

Figure 2: Graphical Business Process Design in Cordys StudioFigure 2: Graphical Business Process Design in Cordys StudioFigure 2: Graphical Business Process Design in Cordys StudioFigure 2: Graphical Business Process Design in Cordys Studio    

Source: Cordys 

However, historically there has been little way to connect these meaningful 
diagrams into true composite applications. With the advent of SO approaches to 
process, users can finally put into practice their abstract business process 
representations. Since business-oriented users will rarely be successfully 
converted into programmers, these users are expecting the very same visual 
representations to be the primary way in which they can build composite 
applications that will implement their process flow desires.  

Lowering TCO with Composite ApplicationsLowering TCO with Composite ApplicationsLowering TCO with Composite ApplicationsLowering TCO with Composite Applications    

The Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a solution must take into account the initial 
and ongoing costs of the solution, relative to the solution it replaces. Composite 
applications based upon SOAs can lower TCO in several ways, including: 

 Managing the Services in an SOA is less expensive and complex than 
managing the interfaces in a traditional integration solution. 

 By leveraging the Web Services standards, composite applications lower 
the cost of proprietary technologies. Standards both level the 
competitive playing field for vendors, lowering prices generally, and also 
simplify the task of integration, lowering costs directly. 

 Business analysts and technical business users are able to compose 
applications without the involvement of more expensive IT personnel. 
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 The more complex a business change is, the more effective SOA-based 
complications are at reducing the TCO of the solution, because of their 
inherently flexible nature.  

Fundamentally, SOAs provide business an “agility quotient” – the more complex 
the underlying infrastructure and the more dynamic the business environment, 
the greater the benefit of an agile architecture to the business. SOAs provide the 
ability for business users to compose applications, thus creating and managing 
business processes. However, there is one important piece missing – the user 
interface itself. If the tools that users interact with are not agile themselves, the 
benefits of composite applications to the enterprise risk being lost. 

III.III.III.III.    Human Interfaces to Composite ApplicationsHuman Interfaces to Composite ApplicationsHuman Interfaces to Composite ApplicationsHuman Interfaces to Composite Applications    
In the early days of computing, the only interfaces to application functionality 
were text-based terminals and printed output. As personal computers evolved, 
interfaces became more visually appealing and intuitive. Fundamentally, in these 
early systems, the interface was tightly coupled to the presentation logic. Simply 
put, an application controlled both its user interaction as well as the underlying 
business logic to process that interaction. Any changes to the user interface 
would necessitate recoding the underlying application, possibly resulting in 
changes to the business logic as well.  

The Web improved on user interface through the use of standards like HTML to 
describe a user interface, combined with general-purpose clients that would 
consume those interfaces illustrated the power of loose coupling – namely the 
great amount of flexibility achieved by separating the presentation tier from the 
underlying business logic tier. In addition, the Web proved that distributed 
computing was possible at very low total cost of ownership. Web browsers 
enabled companies to distribute applications without needing to deploy software 
onto desktops or end devices. 

Yet, despite the advancement in architecture that the Web represented, the Web 
browser interface was severely limited in comparison with the relatively thicker 
interfaces of the client/server technologies. Users quickly realized that while 
exhibiting excellent economics, the Web, and in particular HTML, was not an 
adequate substitute for their existing tightly-coupled client/server technologies. 

Furthermore, technologies based on the Web, like portals, only integrate 
applications at the user interface level. Companies quickly realized that having 
multiple, separate portlet views into different application silos is not particularly 
helpful. Rather, what they need is a cohesive integration of the various pieces of 
information presented to the user, and a logical flow that connects applications 
and human workflow tasks. Simply put, companies require a user interface to a 
process, not to a single application. 

Rather than simply connecting directly to the back-end systems and providing 
visual islands of information, portals should provide a process-driven approach 
to assembling logical flows of information from disparate data and information 
sources and provide a role-based, personalized presentation layer on top of 
those flows. In other words, the next generation of the portal should provide the 
user interface for building and managing composite applications. 

Building anBuilding anBuilding anBuilding and Running Composite Applicationsd Running Composite Applicationsd Running Composite Applicationsd Running Composite Applications    

It’s important to understand the connection between user interfaces and 
process-based composite applications in the context of SOA. The business 
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process world makes a distinction between process and workflow, where 
process is automatic, while workflow involves people at certain points. In reality, 
however, there’s no such thing as a business process that doesn’t involve 
people. In fact, the illusion that business processes can be entirely automated is 
contrary to the agile nature of SO computing. 

The fact of the matter is that IT exists to meet human needs, and thus people are 
an integral part of the processes that IT enables. In other words, the human 
interface to composite applications is not an afterthought, but rather a key 
feature of the architecture. Furthermore, people do not work in isolation. 
Business relies upon teamwork, and teamwork requires collaboration. Client 
interfaces to composite applications must therefore be inherently collaborative. 

The business benefits to taking an SO approach to composite application 
creation and use are broad and deep. For the entire fifty-plus year history of 
business computing, IT has put limitations on the business. Technology has been 
both empowering as well as constraining, because of its fundamentally brittle, 
inflexible nature. Service Orientation promises to change that fundamental fact. 
Companies who build and run agile SOAs that support flexible composite 
applications with rich user interfaces will find that business will finally drive the 
technology, rather than the other way around. 

IV.IV.IV.IV.    Cordys: ServiceCordys: ServiceCordys: ServiceCordys: Service----Oriented Process, Presentation, and IntegrationOriented Process, Presentation, and IntegrationOriented Process, Presentation, and IntegrationOriented Process, Presentation, and Integration    
Cordys is a Netherlands-based, global enterprise solutions company that 
develops a broad enterprise solution that facilitates collaboration on an SO 
integration infrastructure. Their solutions leverage existing enterprise 
applications and extend their lifecycle by providing process and integration tools. 
Organizations use Cordys’ software to add new functionality and obtain 
increased adaptability, efficiency and responsiveness for their existing 
technology investments. 

Cordys’ solution consists of the Cordys, the Composite Application Framework 
and contains the Cordys Business Collaboration Platform  and the Cordys 
Component Gallery of application components that run on the Cordys Business 
Collaboration Platform. The Cordys Business Collaboration Platform enables 
companies to expand their business application functionality, while supporting 
changes in manual processes, activities, and business metrics. 

Cordys Business Collaboration Platform provides an SOA framework based on 
Web Services that enables enterprises to integrate, orchestrate, monitor and 
improve key business processes and mission-critical applications. Cordys 
Business Collaboration Platform offers modularity, encapsulation, and 
interoperability with heterogeneous environments, serving as an underlying 
enabler for the Real-Time Enterprise. The Cordys Composite Application 
Framework (which Cordys simply calls Cordys) is illustrated in Figure 3 on the 
next page. 
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Figure 3: Cordys, the Composite Application FrameworkFigure 3: Cordys, the Composite Application FrameworkFigure 3: Cordys, the Composite Application FrameworkFigure 3: Cordys, the Composite Application Framework    

    
Source: Cordys 

The Cordys Component Gallery is a suite of Web Services-based solution 
components that can accelerate the development and deployment of packaged 
composite applications. 

Examples of components in the Component Gallery include: 

 Cordys Express – for modeling and execution of value chain processes, 
including the generation of business partner agreements and the 
transport, mapping and routing of business documents. 

 Cordys Object Life Cycle Manager (OLCM) – generates and manages 
lifecycle information on objects in any current system or database. 

 Cordys Multi Dimensional Hierarchical Modeler (MDHM) – automatically 
generates tree structures, navigation, filtering, and smart search 
capabilities on objects. 

Comprehensive Composite Application SOAComprehensive Composite Application SOAComprehensive Composite Application SOAComprehensive Composite Application SOA    

The Cordys Business Collaboration Platform provides an asynchronous 
messaging backbone with a distributed Service interface – essentially, an 
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that is able to support applications throughout the 
extended enterprise. The platform helps companies maintain visibility into 
transactional and business flows, enabling secure collaboration with business 
partners. The platform thus reduces the need to replace legacy IT solutions, 
because companies can integrate key legacy systems beyond original scope of 
the current IT infrastructure. 

The Cordys Business Collaboration Platform contains five components: Cordys 
Integrator, Cordys Orchestrator, Cordys Portal, Cordys Studio, and Cordys 
Business Application Connectors.   
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 Cordys Integrator provides the basic infrastructure required to expose 
applications as Web Services, and also host, deploy and administer 
them in a scalable manner. It is based on open standards.  

 Cordys Orchestrator is set of “collaboration enablers” that facilitate 
multi-party business processes.  

 Cordys Studio is two design-time tools — Value Chain Modeling Studio 
and Collaborative Application Modeling Studio, which provide 
environments for business modeling and application modeling, 
respectively.  

Cordys Portal is a toolkit that provides Web portal, business intelligence, data 
analysis, collaboration, and content management capabilities. 

The Business Collaboration Platform also: 

 Ensures data and transaction integrity among combined applications. 

 Assists companies in the development of new SO software components. 

 Provides for process management and exception handling. 

 Bridges the gap between synchronous and asynchronous interactions. 

 Enables the adoption of new technologies as they arrive. 

These capabilities together provide critical SOA enablement functionality, making 
it possible for companies to build, run, and manage loosely coupled Services that 
make up agile composite applications. 

Process at the CenterProcess at the CenterProcess at the CenterProcess at the Center    

The two components of the Cordys Business Collaboration Platform that enable 
companies to build and run composite applications are the Cordys Orchestrator 
and Cordys Studio. Cordys Orchestrator enables modeling, deployment, 
monitoring and management of real-time, collaborative business processes. 
Cordys Orchestrator handles business processes spread across data sources, 
applications and enterprises. Cordys Orchestrator allows all applications, both 
legacy and new, to become business process-centric. 

Cordys Orchestrator provides a runtime infrastructure for process execution and 
control. Cordys Orchestrator also provides open standards-based business 
process modeling and execution, real-time monitoring of business processes, a 
business rules framework, business event monitoring, and data transformation.  

Cordys Studio provides a tool called Process Modeler that maps business 
processes graphically and also provides enterprises with a multi-user workbench 
for designing process-centric applications and collaborative business models, 
business processes modeling, and XForms-based application development, all in 
a rich browser environment. 

Rich Client Interface: the Key to AdaptabilityRich Client Interface: the Key to AdaptabilityRich Client Interface: the Key to AdaptabilityRich Client Interface: the Key to Adaptability    

Cordys provides its client interface through Cordys Portal. Cordys Portal provides 
enterprises with the ability to measure, monitor and improve their business 
processes. Cordys Portal can also reuse the Services that Cordys Integrator 
exposes, thereby providing the necessary building blocks for an enterprisewide 
corporate portal.  

Cordys Portal includes a toolkit for building key performance indicators, alerts, 
business graphics and business analysis capabilities. It also incorporates 
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embedded reporting capabilities and integrates into other enterprise reporting 
tools, and supports virtual workgroups, discussion boards, polls, surveys, and 
instant messaging features. 

What makes the Cordys Portal a rich client is that Cordys also uses their Cordys 
Portal to provide an interface to the entire Composite Application Framework. 
Customers can therefore take advantage of the capabilities of Cordys Portal 
when building solutions on the Cordys platform. It is therefore possible, say, to 
integrate the business process capabilities of Cordys Studio with the business 
intelligence capabilities of Cordys Portal, enabling companies to build agile, 
dynamic solutions. Therefore, while traditional portal technologies provide visual 
islands of information to users, interfaces built with Cordys Portal offer direct 
access to the business processes that form the core of the business. 

ServiceServiceServiceService----Oriented IntegrationOriented IntegrationOriented IntegrationOriented Integration    

The Cordys CAF provides a scalable SOA framework through the Cordys 
Integrator and associated Business Application Connectors. Cordys Integrator 
delivers an standards-based, flexible infrastructure that allows organizations to 
integrate legacy and new applications. Among other capabilities, it provides a 
run-time messaging and communication infrastructure and integration 
capabilities. This ESB architecture integrates enterprise systems using Web 
Services standards. It provides tools that enable the developer to extend existing 
business logic, then test and deploy the resulting Services. Integrator also has 
built-in load balancing, failover and high-availability mechanisms to support 
mission-critical applications. 

The Cordys Business Application Connectors provide non-invasive, Web Services-
based access to a range of enterprise applications. The Connectors enable the 
applications’ business logic, data and information to become part of the overall 
real-time framework deployed the Cordys Business Collaboration Platform. 
Application Connectors provide SOAP interfaces to applications, as well as back-
end metadata discovery, transaction integrity, optimistic locking, and 
enforcement of security policies as defined in the back-end applications. Cordys 
offers Connectors for enterprise applications such as SAP R/3, PeopleSoft, 
Axapta or Baan, any .NET, J2EE, COM-enabled or XML-aware application, any 
JDBC or OLEDB-enabled database such as Oracle, SQL Server, Informix, DB2 or 
MySQL, as well as email (SMTP/POP3), FTP, LDAP, Microsoft Outlook and 
Microsoft BizTalk Server.  

V.V.V.V.    The ZapThink Take: Composite Applications, Process, Presentation, The ZapThink Take: Composite Applications, Process, Presentation, The ZapThink Take: Composite Applications, Process, Presentation, The ZapThink Take: Composite Applications, Process, Presentation, 
and Integrationand Integrationand Integrationand Integration    
To build an SOA, enterprise software must itself be Service-oriented. To achieve 
the least TCO, the elements of process, presentation, and integration must work 
seamlessly together, yet be modular and standards-based. The business goal of 
SOA is to put the control of the business into the hands of business users. 
Therefore, these users must have a flexible interface that allows them to build, 
modify, and manage the business processes in the enterprise. The underlying 
infrastructure should be invisible to the business user, yet respond quickly and 
efficiently to changes in the business environment. For such power and flexibility 
to become a reality, enterprises need broad SO capabilities that tie together the 
presentation layer, business process, and the underlying infrastructure, enabling 
business users to create and manage composite applications. 

With Cordys, enterprises get the efficiency benefits of a comprehensive software 
suite, combined with the agility benefits of Service-Oriented computing. Cordys’ 
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primary strength is its combination of business process definition and execution, 
browser-based rich presentation, and SO integration capabilities. Many vendors 
focus on one or two of these areas, but Cordys is unusual in that it is strong in all 
three. As a result, companies are better able to build SO composite applications 
on Cordys, than on any mix-and-match collection of products from different 
vendors. 

Cordys customers, therefore, get the best of both worlds: they can take 
advantage of a broad SOA implementation framework product suite to build and 
run composite applications, but they are also free to use Cordys’ fully standards-
based approach to interoperate with other products as necessary. Cordys is 
therefore one of a new breed of enterprise software vendors who offers a 
complete solution that is at the same time modular and standards-based. 
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XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
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